H A U T E
D É C O R

NEOMETRO
Porcelain is passé.
Just as important as any other detail in a restaurant or
hospitality environment, the basins and fixtures provide the
finishing touches to a designer’s vision.
The first place and the last place spent in a day,
a bathroom is often a person’s favorite place
in the home.
Why, then, pick from the same mundane porcelain fixtures?
Why, then, keep using
the same mundane porcelain pieces?
Why then does everyone still pray to the porcelain God?
With manufacturing resources in-house,
Neo-Metro takes durability, cleanliness,
and quality engineering a step further,
where custom-poured resins and stainless steel offer more
than function. No project
is too big, too small, or too specialized.
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36in. Skye Blue Ebb Console, High
Polish Stainless Steel Frame with
Towel Bar and Shelf

55in. Green Tea Wall-Mounted
Ebb Concept with Satin Finish
Basin and Frame - Residential
Application
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EBB
CONCEPT

Oceana Resin Ebb Console with Symmetric Basin for the Kennedy
Compound for Modernism Week in Palm Springs, CA
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We believe that bathroom products can serve a purpose and stand
up to demand without being mundane.
Neo-Metro’s boldest concept was born from stainless steel
sensibilities without sacrifice to show. Ebb moves beyond
necessity, often found in commercial and hospitality bathroom
settings, offering creative options for lighting, color, and statement
that fit any décor.

Ebb can stand up to anything the nightclub or hotel can bring—
basin and console are constructed of heavy-gage stainless steel.
Choose from double or single basin; deep or shallow; wall-mounted
or console; satin or high-polish finish.
The surrounding deck comes in 12 standard colors or can be
matched to any specific hue or Pantone® shade imaginable, and
can be illuminated with LED lighting for a deep ambient glow that is
bold, strong, and begs for attention.

Wall-Mounted Ebb Concept with Satin Finish Basin and Frame for the
Foundry Cinema and Bowl in Winter Park, CO
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Custom Cran Juice Resin Wall-Mounted Ebb
with High-Polish Basin and Trap Covers for
the Gaylord Hotel in Baltimore, MD

Custom Cloud Nine Resin Wall-Mounted Ebb with High-Polish
Basin and Trap Covers
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High-Polish Deep Ebb Basins for the Chatwal
Hotel in New York

EBB CONCEPT
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SLAB

Where the Ebb Concept is an adventurous expression of mixed materials, color and
light, SLAB is its minimalist and cultivated counterpart—a smooth, clean slate ready
for a designer’s custom vision.
SLAB is a seamless, linear, and artful basin of chip-resistant solid surface material
that maintains excellent shock performance. It’s a clean pour into the desired shape
of sink.

Wall-Mounted SLAB in Blanco featuring Dyson Airblade Tap all-in-one faucet
and hand drying system. 36in. with Left-Hand Offset Basin
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Custom One-Piece Wall-Mounted SLAB in
Blanco with Shelf and Double Basin

Custom 25in. Wall-Mounted SLAB in Blanco
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SLAB
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Neo-Metro’s solid surface material is bio-based and contains
both post-consumer recycled material and rapidly renewable
materials, which earns points for Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design by the U.S. Green Building Council.

SLAB is made from chip-resistant
solid surface matrial that is
optionally outfitted with Dyson
Airblade™ Tap.
Shown here: Chartreuse

88in. Custom Wall-Mounted SLAB with Dual Basins
and Trash Receptacles. Matching Blanco Mirrors Above.
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SLAB Console in Blanco

SLAB
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SLAB is available in three standard colors: Blanco (white),
Greygoose (matte grey) and Anise (matte black). It is
optionally outfitted with Dyson Airblade™ Tap to create a sink,
faucet, and eco-friendly hand dryer all in one.

72in. Custom SLAB Console in Blanco with
Dual Basins, Matching Blanco Mirrors above.

SLAB in Greygoose (matte grey) with Dyson
Airblade™ Tap
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Yet even with a single, unified construction, Neo-Metro still wants SLAB to
be your own perfect design. Unsaturated polyester resin can be cast in any
size or shape, and can be wall-mounted to conserve bathroom space, with no
embellishments, no steel, and no visible supports.
Or opt for a custom console with drawers or shelves.
Neo-Metro manufactures its own molds for this material, and offers limitless
possibility.

48in. Custom SLAB Console
in Blanco with Drawers

SLAB
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Our Custom Integrated Trench Drain (featured here in
our Ramp Style Basin) is removable for easy cleaning.

Custom SLAB Console in Blanco with Drawers

Custom SLAB Console in Blanco with Peek-a-Boo
Drawers feature a pop of color when drawers are
opened.
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PAT
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PAT is compact and curvaceous, an integrated single-piece counter and basin made of soy-based
materials that is scratch- and chip-resistant and fitted with the Dyson Airblade™ Tap—a sink,
faucet and hand dryer all in one. This collaboration aims to provide architects and designers a
cost-effective option that at the same time reduces environmental impact, operational costs,
and maintenance. Best of all, paper towels are no longer necessary, reducing waste and
cleanup.

Available in three solid color choices: Grenadine
(pictured left), Blanco and Grey Goose.

PAT paired with the Dyson Airlade™ Tap is a bacteria-fighting
dynamic duo, featuring a touch-free faucet and hand dryer. The
single-piece basin material is available with SteriTouch®, which
uses the natural sterilizing properties of silver to reduce the
grown of harmful bacteria.
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SYSTEM
M2
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What customers see influences their opinions about what they
don’t see – most of all, the kitchen. A restaurant bathroom can
represent the quality and cleanliness, not to mention the look
and feel, of the overall establishment.
The stainless steel System M2 is easy to clean and stands up
to high-impact found in heavily trafficked restaurants and
commercial environments while maintaining its shine.

Neo-Metro cuts, forms, and welds stainless steel into an
integrally seamless piece with any number of wash station
configurations and basin shapes, and optional sensor faucets.
Unlike with porcelain lavatories, System M2 requires only one plumbing
connection for several sink configurations, and units are also preassembled to reduce installation time and thus cost. System M2 is
available in a variety of custom polish finishes, coatings, and designs.

This page: Custom System M2 with Large Left-Offset Basin,
Integral Shelf, Sensor-Operated Faucet, Trash Receptacle, and
Soap Dispensor. Standard Stainless Steel Mirror Above.

Previous page, top: Vandal-Resistant System M2 with LeftOffset Square Basin, Integral Shelf and Sensor-Operated Faucet.

Previous page, bottom: System M2 with Round Basins, Integral
Shelf and Sensor-Operated Faucet for Spago in Las Vegas
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MATERIALS
Custom poured resin and solid surface material are unique and
colorful alternatives for any sink or countertop application and
can be made to fit any existing space for hassle-free installation.
Neo-Metro offers a myriad of color choices based on past work,
or can color-match by sample or Pantone® color. We can even

install LED lighting for a visually stunning effect that can also
serve as a night light in hospitality or nightclub environments.

CUSTOM CA
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POWDERCOATS AND FINISHES
Custom graphics, colors, and finishes contribute an
exclusive look to each fixture. Neo-Metro applies powder
coat to its stainless steel fixtures, color-matched
to any hue at the company’s expert facility.

color powder coat to our stainless steel, and then
polish to a high-shine Mira finish to achieve the look
of gold or to a Satin finish reminiscent of copper.
Also available: Matte or Gloss white and black powder coat.

Nothing is too obscure. By using a polishing technique before
applying opaque and translucent
colors of powder coat, Neo-Metro can create
a “candy coat” finish. We can even apply a gold-

PABILITIES
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CUSTOM
SL AB
CONSOLE
Park South Hotel NYC

We are master metal workers, taking the drawings from an artist from sketch to
final product and working directly with architects and designers to execute their
visions. Products
are made to order with minimum outsourcing from our factory located in the United
States.
As an added service in convenience, Neo-Metro also provides architects and
engineers with the most accurate 3D CAD drawings on both stock and custom
projects with Autodesk’s Revit® (.RVT) files, available for direct download,

CUSTOM CA
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enabling them to build and complete project specification documents quickly and
accurately.
While our standard products meet the conditions for most design requests, our
team of dedicated engineers, project managers, and manufacturing staff welcome
custom requests in order to realize any unique design.

CUSTOM
RESIN TABLE
Table with Custom Transparent
Yokan Resin Top and Oil-Rubbed
Bronze Powder Coated Stainless
Steel Frame

APABILITIES
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TOILETS

In our world, toilets do more than just one duty.
Stainless steel maintains a sleek and modern aesthetic that is
at the same time easy to clean, rust-resistant, and made from
80% recycled material. Toilets and urinals are expertly welded to
maintain integrity and strength in high-trafficked areas —because
a nightclub, hotel,
or restaurant owner should never face added costs as punishment
for being too popular.

The miniLOO is designed with an inwall dual-flush mechanism—water
waste is minimized by allowing users
to select either a 1.6 or 0.8-gallon
flush, for an average of 1.28 gallons
per flush. Powder coating and
graphics are an optional way to
make even a toilet stand out as both
fashionable and functional. Shown
here: Matte Black Powder-Coated
miniLOO with black seat

Matte Black Powder-Coated miniLOO
with black seat
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Our suite of toilets present a variety of options for residential or
commercial settings, with floor or wall-mounted models, round or
elongated bowls, and models specific to ADA-requirements.

Metro Urban Toilet

Contour Toilet for the W Hotel.
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URINALS

Contour Urinal with Satin Finish
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Our urinals are crafted from vandal-resistant stainless steel
that is easy to clean and resists discoloration. Like all of NeoMetro’s stainless steel products, they can be powdercoated
in any color, including white, to create the look of traditional
porcelain with increased durability. Urinals work with 1-pint or
.5 GPF valves.

HWS
Hand Washing Systems (HWS) make co-ed and group
washing simple, from restaurants and clubs to parks and
schools. Even the Philadelphia Zoo offers a freeze-resitant
HWS for visitor hand-washing.
Best of all, HWS saves on water, maintenance and
operational costs, as just one plumbing connection is needed
for multiple basin configurations. In addition, the product
can be either wall mounted or free-standing in the middle in
the room.
Options include tankless water heaters, soap systems and
hands-free activation.

Above: Custom HWS for Edison Bar in
Los Angeles

Left: High-Polished HWS
at Dream Hotel in New York
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TUBS

Stainless steel is perfect for luxurious spa environments that often
work with Epsom salts and essential oils and thus require easy clean
up. A spa might feature a Neo Tub or Soho Bath made from recycled steel
that is rust-resistant, minimizes bacterial buildup, and can be finished
with a brushed polish that matches the tranquility of the space. Heavy
gage stainless steel tubs can be manufactured to accommodate air-jet
systems, and our double-walled model is insulated to maintain water
temperature.

Single-Wall Tub with Combination
Drain and Overflow and Removable
Reclining Seat
- Residential Application
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Our Double-Wall Tub can be recessed into a
patio deck or used in an outdoor bathroom
application with steps for easy entry. Much
like a stainless steel coffee canteen, doublewall insulation maintains water temperature.

Double-Wall Tub with Satin Finish
- Residential Application in Dallas, TX
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CLASSIC
PRODUCTS
We took what started in 1954 as plumbing fixtures for prisons and
schools and applied a designer’s touch, transforming stainless steel and
resins into luxury hospitality and residential bath décor.
As a member of Morris Group International, Neo-Metro is built with the
same innovative engineering quality as Acorn Engineering Company –
the top producer of stainless steel fixtures for a variety of large volume
demand markets including industrial, commercial, and healthcare
institutions. After a 1998 article in the Wall Street Journal told of a
family home in San Diego, CA that used stainless steel prison fixtures
instead of traditional wood & porcelain home décor, Neo-Metro decided
to become much more than an option for only the most discerning taste.
Neo-Metro leverages the same state-of-the art production facility as its
parent company to mold stainless steel and resin plumbing fixtures into
luxury bathroom, bar, and kitchen décor, made-to-order with a myriad of
expert resources available for work on custom applications.

Neo-Comby - Private Residence. Satin finish combination
toilet and wash basin with satin finish toilet seat
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Metaal Stainless Steel Basin

Metropolis Basin at Club La Riva in
Antwerpen, Belgium
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CASE STUDY

POD
HOTEL

In the highly competitive area of hospitality, we
understand that each of our customers is looking for
that special something that is going to make them stand
out from the competition. Sometimes a slight tweaking
of an existing product will suffice, other times the
customer is looking for something completely new.
When designing a fixture to fit a customer’s needs in
both form and function there are always going to be
challenges. Trying to balance the customer’s conceptual
aesthetics with the functionality of the fixture while
meeting any applicable codes and regulations associated
with the fixture can sometimes be very challenging.
We have collaborated with a number of luxury hotel clients
such as the Pod Hotel in New York City, the Westin New
York at Times Square in New York City and the Betsy Hotel
in South Beach Miami. Each presented its own unique
challenges. For properties such as these, the luxury of
the overall environment needs to extend to every corner
of the establishment, including the bathrooms.
As the name implies, the Pod Hotel takes its inspiration
from the tiny pod like accommodations found in Japan.
Space was an issue but no obstacle. One of the items on
the client’s list of components needed was a stainless
steel bunk bed. It had to be functional, meet the
applicable codes and be contemporary in design.
Though Neo-Metro is a plumbing manufacturer and not
typically a furniture designer, the challenge was taken
head on, resulting in stunning custom stainless steel
vanities and stainless steel bunk beds that provide
double the accommodation and extreme stability.
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CASE STUDY

KENNEDY
COMPOUND

The Christopher Kennedy Modernism Week held annually in
Palm Springs, California celebrates mid-century modern design,
architecture, art, fashion and culture. Modernism Week also
raises money for scholarships to local students pursuing studies
in architecture and design, and supports preservation efforts
throughout California. The “festival” is host to a series of
events including home tours, lectures, vintage fashion exhibits,
films, and more – all with the goal of encouraging education,
preservation
and sustainable modern living.
For the 2014 Modernism Week, Neo-Metro was invited to the
Christopher Kennedy Compound Show House, presented by Luxe
Magazine “to reimagine a classic early 1970s home in the toney
Indian Canyons - for the way people live
in Palm Springs today.”
For this showcase, we created a custom SLAB console with
drawers, contributing a blend of both stainless steel and angular
Blanco solid surface design to a bathroom that aimed to be both
contemporary and vintage.
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CASE STUDY

BETSY
HOTEL
For the Betsy Hotel, a Miami colonial landmark
that has been completely renovated, we helped
set a new standard for South Beach chic.
Neo-Metro worked with the project designers
to create unique fixtures for four types of
bathroom configurations. The sizes of the
vanities range from 24”-72” with both wallmounted and pedestal designs. The teakwood
and solid white surface material were designed
jointly by Neo-Metro and the design firm.
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CASE STUDY

9/11
MEMORIAL
The National September 11 Memorial Museum in New York
documents the impact of the terror attacks that occurred
at the World Trade Center site on September 11, 2001,
and pays tribute to those who perished on that day.
At ground level, two reflecting pools sit within the footprints
where the Twin Towers once stood, and feature the largest
manmade waterfalls in North America. The names of nearly
3,000 people, every person who died in the 2001 attacks
at both the World Trade Center and the Pentagon, as well
as the six people killed at the bombing in February 1993,
are inscribed into bronze panels surrounding the pools.
The Museum’s exhibition space begins 68 feet below memorial
plaza, and tells the story of 9/11 through narratives,
multimedia displays, and artifacts, including the last column
of the twin towers left standing, now covered with graffiti
spray-painted by first responders, rescuers, and recovery
workers. “The monumental artifacts of the Museum provide
a link to the events of 9/11, while presenting intimate
stories of loss, compassion, reckoning, and recovery
that are central to telling the story of the attacks and the
aftermath,” says the memorial and museum foundation.
The project experienced several setbacks, including flood
damage from Hurricane Sandy in October 2012. NeoMetro was proud to see the project evolve from beginning
to end over the course of seven years, and is honored to
work on the same project as world-renowned architects
including Davis Brody Bond (DBB), SNØHETTA, Peter Walker
and Partners, and Michael Arad, who helped realize a
design that would mark the significance of the site.
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PARTIAL CLIENT LIST:
Lucidia, NYC

Square One, Toronto Canada

Dana Hotel, Chicago

911 Memorial Museum

Hard Rock Hotel, San Diego

Cowboys Stadium

Hard Rock Hotel, Las Vegas

Kauffman Stadium

Spago’s, Las Vegas

Moscone Center, San Francisco

Gaylord Hotel, Washington DC

Palomar Hotel, Chicago

Betsy Hotel, Miami Beach

Sack Fifth Avenue (multiple locations)

Moon Bar, Palms Hotel, Las Vegas

Stream Greenhouse Office Building, Houston

M Hotel Las Vegas

1801 California Office Building, Denver

Clevelander, Miami

Nemours Children’s Hospital, Orlando

Standard Hotel, NYC

Park South Hotel, NYC

Rodgers Arena Vancouver, BC

DFW Marriott, Dallas

Lambs Club, NYC

Del Mar Plaza, Del Mar CA

Miramar Hotel, Hong Kong

Philadelphia Zoo, Philadelphia

Iron Man 2, Movie scene

Little Rock Medical Center, Little Rock

F1X Theme Park, Dubai

Ruth Chris Steakhouse, Niagra

Aruba Airport, Aruba

Pod 51 Hotel, NYC

Caesar’s Palace, Las Vegas

Pod 39 Hotel, NYC

The Foundry Cinema and Bowl, Winter Park CO
Scores, Atlantic City
Dream Hotel NYC
The Chatwal Hotel, NYC
Manchester Vision Theatre, Los Angeles
Lexus, Southern California
Burberry International (multiple locations)
Vera Wang, Los Angeles
Vision Theatre, Los Angeles
World Financial Center, NYC
Universal City Walk, Orlando
Heat Hotel, Miami
Ocean Hotel, Miami
JW Marriott, Houston
Holiday Inn, El Paso
Kaiser Permanente
Hull Casino, Quebec

Front Cover: Custom Wall-Mounted
Ebb Concept with Matte Black
Powder Coated Basin and Frame

Manufacturer of
luxury plumbing products
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